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icrospheres as a nest for enzymes:
a new route to hybrid heterogeneous catalysts†

Valentin Smeets, a Walid Baaziz, b Ovidiu Ersen,b Eric M. Gaigneaux,a

Cédric Boissière,c Clément Sanchez c and Damien P. Debecker *a

In the field of heterogeneous catalysis, the successful integration of enzymes and inorganic catalysts could

pave the way to multifunctional materials which are able to perform advanced cascade reactions. However,

such combination is not straightforward, for example in the case of zeolite catalysts for which enzyme

immobilization is restricted to the external surface. Herein, this challenge is overcome by developing

a new kind of hybrid catalyst based on hollow zeolite microspheres obtained by the aerosol-assisted

assembly of zeolite nanocrystals. The latter spheres possess open entry-ways for enzymes, which are

then loaded and cross-linked to form cross-linked enzyme aggregates (CLEAs), securing their

entrapment. This controlled design allows the combination of all the decisive features of the zeolite with

a high enzyme loading. A chemo-enzymatic reaction is demonstrated, where the structured zeolite

material is used both as a nest for the enzyme and as an efficient inorganic catalyst. Glucose oxidase

(GOx) ensures the in situ production of H2O2 subsequently utilized by the TS-1 zeolite to catalyze the

epoxidation of allylic alcohol toward glycidol. The strategy can also be used to entrap other enzymes or

combination of enzymes, as demonstrated here with combi-CLEAs of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and

glucose oxidase. We anticipate that this strategy will open up new perspectives, leveraging on the spray-

drying (aerosol) technique to shape microparticles from various nano-building blocks and on the

entrapment of biological macromolecules to obtain new multifunctional hybrid microstructures.
Introduction

Following the green chemistry principles,1 sustainable
synthesis routes are highly sought-aer, not necessarily to
maximize conversions and yields, but rather to minimize energy
consumption and waste production.2 In this context, the inte-
gration of enzymatic and heterogeneous catalysis offers great
potential for the development of new industrially relevant
cascade processes.3,4 Examples of such combination are
currently ourishing.5–9 For such chemo-enzymatic reactions, it
appears attractive to develop efficient bifunctional hybrid
catalysts that combine both the chemo and bio–catalytic activity
on the same solid material.10–12 However, nding a suitable
operational window in terms of reaction conditions is chal-
lenging because enzymes – unlike most inorganic catalysts –
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(ESI) available: Detailed experimental
escription of the mathematical model.
usually work in aqueous conditions under mild conditions of
temperature and pH.13 Importantly, the preparation of an actual
chemo-enzymatic heterogeneous catalyst itself is complicated
because the two species are oen somewhat incompatible. For
example, combining a zeolite catalyst with an enzyme in the
same multifunctional solid is problematic: zeolite micropores
cannot accommodate the enzyme and a covalent graing on the
external surface of the zeolite crystals is ineffective. In the
present work, we developed an original synthetic approach
allowing to combine an enzyme with a zeolite to form a single
chemo-enzymatic heterogeneous catalyst active in a cascade
reaction. As a rst proof of concept, we focus on a zeolite-
catalyzed olen epoxidation for which the oxidant is produced
by an enzyme.

Epoxides belong to an important class of chemical
compounds as they are active intermediates for the production
of high added value products in the pharmaceutical sector as
well as polymers and adhesives.14 Many epoxidation reactions
are run in the liquid phase in the presence of an oxidizing agent
and of a solid catalyst, typically a titanosilicate (Ti–SiO2) – with
Ti atoms in tetrahedral coordination in the silica framework.15

Among the available catalysts and oxidants, titanosilicalite-1
(TS-1) and hydrogen peroxide represent the most successful
epoxidation processes at the industrial scale. On the rst hand,
TS-1 zeolite features tremendous performance for the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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epoxidation of lower olens (e.g. propylene, allyl alcohol, allyl
chloride, etc.),16 even in water and at moderately low tempera-
ture. On the second hand, hydrogen peroxide is considered as
one of the greenest oxidants, since it produces water as the only
by-product. However, industrially, H2O2 is currently produced
via a non-green and centralized anthraquinone-based process.17

H2O2 is also intrinsically unstable: transportation and storage
of peroxo compounds have been the cause of important damage
in the chemical industry.

As an alternative, H2O2 could be produced in situ by an
enzyme, such as glucose oxidase (GOx, E.C 1.1.3.4), using
molecular oxygen and b-D-glucose as bio-sourced and renewable
substrates.18 Immobilizing the enzyme onto a solid support (e.g.
by adsorption, covalent binding, encapsulation)19–21 usually
allows stabilizing the enzyme against heat and organic solvents
as well as to recover it at the end of the reaction.22,23 Additional
motivations for enzyme immobilization include the perspective
of performing enzymatic reactions in continuous ow
processes24,25 and implementing multi-enzymatic cascade
reactions.26,27

Moving further, we aim at developing a hybrid chemo-
enzymatic catalyst by combining the enzyme with a carrier
that is itself catalytically active. Such hybrid catalyst –

combining both the activity of a heterogeneous catalyst and of
an enzyme in a single reusable solid – would be very attractive
for various one-pot tandem catalytic systems3,28,29 where one
reaction is carried out by an inorganic catalyst and the other one
is catalyzed by an enzyme. However, only very few studies report
such true hybrid heterogeneous catalysts showing a chemo-
enzymatic activity.30–33 In 2010, Vennestrøm et al. proposed
the chemo-enzymatic formation of epoxides by tandem catalysis
using free GOx and TS-1 zeolite (Scheme 1).31 The direct
immobilization of the enzyme on the surface of the micropo-
rous TS-1 via covalent anchoring was also attempted but the
epoxide production was limited to traces, due to the low enzyme
loading, and to the poor enzyme stability against experimental
conditions. In fact, TS-1 possesses a low external surface area
and a low silanol content that limit the number of anchoring
sites for the enzyme.

A rst way to increase the enzyme loading could be to
immobilize it onto a Ti–SiO2 epoxidation catalyst possibly
prepared by a bottom-up sol–gel approach to generate larger
pores.34,35 Such mesostructured materials may possess a much
Scheme 1 Reaction pathway for the chemo-enzymatic combination
of glucose oxidase (GOx) and inorganic TS-1 epoxidation catalyst (TS-
1) with in situ production of H2O2. In the present work, the zeolite
(blue) and the enzyme (green) are combined in a single bifunctional
catalyst.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
larger accessible surface area for the enzyme coupled with
a higher silanol content, allowing to increase the enzyme
loading. Yet, in the presence of water (which is required for the
enzyme) such amorphous mixed oxides rapidly deactivate.36,37

Therefore, TS-1 zeolite should be preferred as host for the
enzyme, since the crystallinity and intrinsic hydrophobicity of
this material protect the Ti active sites against deactivation
when carrying out reaction in aqueous conditions.38 However,
the microporosity of TS-1 limits the enzyme loading to the
external surface, falling into a dilemma. A possible solution
could be to use large hollow zeolite crystals39 as cargos to load
large amounts of enzyme; yet these structures do not offer entry
ways for enzymes to be loaded in the central cavity.

Here, we propose a new strategy (Scheme 2) for the prepa-
ration of a hybrid catalyst that allows to combine all the features
of the zeolite (TS-1) with a high loading of enzyme (GOx). The
method is based on the aerosol-assisted40–42 assembly of TS-1
nanocrystals to form hollow zeolite microspheres with a hier-
archical porosity and high epoxidation activity in water-based
media. Hierarchical zeolites43–50 have already been identied
as possible candidates for enzyme immobilization51,52 but never
exploited in chemo-enzymatic catalysis. The presented aerosol
method allows preparing hierarchical hollow zeolite structures
using an easy, continuous, and scalable aerosol process.53 The
spheres can be loaded with the enzymes which are then cross-
linked54,55 to secure their entrapment and avoid their subse-
quent leaching.56,57 Thus, the hollow microspheres are used
both as epoxidation catalysts and as vessels for the enzyme.
More importantly, we demonstrate that this material synthesis
strategy allows to easily tune the enzyme loading, thereby
providing a versatile method to envisage the one-pot production
of valuable molecules. The strategy can also be used to entrap
other enzymes and combinations of enzymes, which paves the
way to more intricate chemo-enzymatic cascade processes.

Results and discussion

The inorganic catalyst – called “TS-1_Aer” – was prepared by an
aerosol technique from a TS-1 colloids suspension58 (ca.
10 wt%) and a clear silica precursor solution containing a Si
precursor as well as pluronic F127 and tetrapropylammonium
cations (TPA+) templates. As depicted in Scheme 2a, the TS-1
suspension supplemented with Si precursor and with templates
is sprayed in the form of an aerosol and dried rapidly upon
contact with a ow of hot air (experimental details can be found
in the ESI†). The two mixtures were mixed so that the nal
composition of the solid material is 50 vol% TS-1 and 50 vol%
porous silica. As a reference material, TS-1 nanocrystals were
isolated by centrifugation of the 10 wt% suspension, followed
by drying in air and calcination. This reference catalyst is
denoted “TS-1”. ICP-AES analysis showed that the experimental
bulk Ti content (mol Ti/(mol Ti + mol Si) � 100%) of TS-1 was
1.5%, close to the nominal one (1.8%). Owing to the additional
presence of the silica binder, the Ti content in TS-1_Aer was
lower (1.1%).

XPS analyses were conducted in order to investigate the
surface composition and to probe the quality of the Ti
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 954–961 | 955



Scheme 2 Schematic representation of the synthesis strategy used for (a) the preparation of hollow zeolite microspheres formed by the
aggregation of TS-1 crystals using the aerosol method, (b) the immobilization of glucose oxidase on the aerosol-made material by the formation
of entrapped cross-linked enzyme aggregates (CLEAs).

Fig. 1 (a) DRUV-vis spectra (F(R) is the Kubelka–Munk Function) and
(b) PXRD patterns of TS-1 and TS-1_Aer, (c) N2 adsorption–desorption
isotherms of the TS-1, TS-1_Aer and GOx_25@TS-1_Aer catalysts, (d)
Hg intrusion–extrusion isotherms of TS-1_Aer. Pore size distributions
(PSDs) based on the adsorption/intrusion branch are shown in inset.
Full symbols are used for the adsorption/intrusion isotherms and
empty symbols are used for the desorption/extrusion isotherms.
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dispersion. In TS-1, the surface Ti content was 1.3%, close to the
bulk composition. From the Ti 2p3/2 peak decomposition59,60

(Fig. S7, ESI†), only 10% of the total Ti content is imputable to
extra-framework Ti–O–Ti (458.5 eV) whereas a large majority of
Ti species formed Ti–O–Si oxo-bridges (460.0 eV). The
maximum absorption band at ca. 220 nm in the DRUV-vis
spectrum of TS-1 indicates that these dispersed species are in
a tetrahedral coordination sphere (Fig. 1a).61 The latter 4-coor-
dination sites are known to be the active species in epoxida-
tion.38 From the minor contribution above 250 nm and the data
from XPS, we surmise that the small amount of extra-framework
Ti species – with higher coordination numbers (5- and 6-) – were
incorporated in the form of oligomeric Ti species or amorphous
TiO2 nano-domains.62 However, no evidence of the presence of
a TiO2 crystalline phase, such as anatase – having a character-
istic absorption band at ca. 330 nm 63 – was found. This
observation was further supported by the PXRD pattern of TS-1,
which did not show the signature peak of anatase at ca. 25�

(Fig. 1b).64

In TS-1_Aer, Ti atoms were still detected at the solid surface
by XPS, although the signal from Ti electrons was partially
masked by the surrounding silica phase (Fig. S7†). DRUV-vis
spectrum of TS-1_Aer is analogous to that of TS-1 (Fig. 1a).
Similar to TS-1, TS-1_Aer presented the typical MFI crystal
structure58 measured by PXRD analysis (Fig. 1b). Those results
conrmed that both Ti speciation and crystallinity of TS-1 were
well preserved aer the aerosol processing.

SEM-FEG images (Fig. 2a and b, see also Fig. S8†) show that
single particles of TS-1_Aer – with size in the 0.5–8 mm range
(Fig. S9†) – display a spherical shape. Embedded TS-1 crystals –
with individual dimension of 100–150 nm – are visible at the
surface along with the porous silica phase, showing pore size of
956 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 954–961
ca. 10 nm (inset Fig. 2b) as well as interparticular voids between
TS-1 crystals – with a mean size of 40–60 nm. Such results were
conrmed by STEM Electron Tomography experiments realized
on representative TS-1_Aer particles of ca. 3 mm and ca. 1.2 mm
(Fig. 2c–e and S10,† respectively). Fig. 2d presents a typical (xy)
slice extracted from the 3D volume, (Fig. 2d) which shows
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 2 (a) SEM-FEG image of TS-1_Aer, (b) magnified image showing TS-1 crystals and ca. 10 nmmesopores from the porous silica phase (inset).
Additional SEM-FEG images are presented in Fig. S8.† (c) 3D volume reconstructed by STEM Electron Tomography of one TS-1_Aer particle of ca.
3 mm in size (present inset), (d) typical (xy) slice extracted from the 3D volume illustrating the presence of a central cavity and (e) the corre-
sponding 3D model (video animation available in ESI†).
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clearly the hollow character of a catalyst particle of ca. 3 mm (3D
model animation is available in ESI†). The central void part was
found to be about 1.2 mm in diameter (and about 400 nm for the
particle of ca. 1.2 mm, Fig. S10c†). The porous silica shell is
formed by individual crystals displaying a faceted morphology
with a mean size of ca. 120 nm, consistent with the initial size of
the TS-1 zeolite nanocrystals (Fig. S10d†).

N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms of TS-1 and TS-1_Aer
are shown in Fig. 1c, along with the adsorption pore size
distributions (PSDs). As expected, TS-1 solely displays micro-
pores (Vm ¼ 0.15 cm3 g�1) and interparticular voids which
contribute to the total pore volume (VP ¼ 0.43 cm3 g�1). For this
material, the external specic surface area is 130 m2 g�1

according to the t-plot method (Fig. S11†). In comparison,
a pore volume of 0.58 cm3 g�1 (with Vm ¼ 0.18 cm3 g�1) is ob-
tained for TS-1_Aer and the external specic surface area rea-
ches 320 m2 g�1. This is associated with the presence of
mesopores in the silica binder, as also evidenced by the shape of
the type IV isotherm (see Fig. 1c). Adsorption PSD in Fig. 1c
conrms the presence of mesopores in the 10–20 nm range.
This pore size is related to the templating effect of F127
micelles, swollen due to the additional incorporation of TPA+

cations.35,65 Thus the shell of the hollow spheres is porous
enough to allow for the diffusion of individual GOx, whose size
is 6.0 � 5.2 � 7.8 nm3.66

To have a better insight into the macroporosity of the aerosol-
made catalyst, a Hg porosimetry experiment was carried out. The
inset of Fig. 1d shows two contributions at 10 and 40 nm, which
are in agreement with data from the N2 physisorption analysis
(Fig. 1c) and SEM-FEG images (inset of Fig. 2b), respectively. The
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
intrusion isotherm shows also an increase of the cumulative pore
volume corresponding to pore diameters between 0.3 and 1.5 mm,
which can be assigned to the hollow interior of the spheres, as
also indicated by the STEM Electron Tomography experiments
(Fig. 2d and S10c†). Interstices derived from the packing of the
spheres are most likely found in the region between 1 and 10 mm,
and represent approximately 26% of the intrusion volume
according to the Mayer–Stowe model.67 Combining data from N2

physisorption and Hg porosimetry, the total pore volume – taking
into account the three levels of micro-, meso- and macro-porosity
– was ca. 1.3 cm3 g�1.

The catalytic performance of TS-1_Aer for the Ti-catalyzed
conversion of allyl alcohol in water (45 �C) was compared to
TS-1. A hot ltration test was carried out, conrming that all the
activity was attributable only to the solid (Fig. S12†). The cata-
lytic activity of TS-1_Aer (approximated by the kinetic constant k
calculated by an initial rate analysis, Fig. 3a) is lower than that
of TS-1. However, aer normalization by the amount of TS-1
crystals to account for the presence of the silica binder (mass
fraction of TS-1 in the materials is ca. 80 wt%), the two catalysts
were shown to have roughly the same specic rate constant (ca.
2.5 � 10�5 s�1 (gTS-1 L

�1)), showing that the intrinsic activity of
TS-1 crystals in TS-1_Aer is fully preserved. This is correlated
with the fact that the Ti speciation and catalyst crystallinity are
completely maintained aer aerosol processing. Besides, like
TS-1, TS-1_Aer remained fully selective toward the epoxide
product (no formation of glycerol aer 3 h of reaction). A recy-
clability study showed that the activity was preserved over three
consecutive tests (Fig. 3b).
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 954–961 | 957



Fig. 3 (a) Kinetic data for the Ti-catalyzed conversion of allyl alcohol
into glycidol in H2O using aq. 30 wt% H2O2 as oxidizing agent. In inset
is shown the corresponding initial rate analysis, (b) recyclability study of
the TS-1 and TS-1_Aer catalysts. Data were collected in the initial stage
of the reaction (45 min reaction time) and the catalytic activity
(expressed in terms of glycidol production per g of catalyst) relative to
the first test was calculated for each catalyst. Experimental conditions:
T ¼ 45 �C, [CATA] ¼ 5 g L�1, [allyl alcohol] ¼ 0.9 M, [H2O2] ¼ 0.18 M.

Fig. 4 (a) Kinetic data for the GOx catalyzed consumption of oxygen
using GOx_25@TS-1_Aer and GOx_25@TS-1_Aer_b (5 mg of solid
catalyst in 50 mL), (b) comparison of the specific enzymatic activity in
hybrid catalysts prepared with various enzyme loadings, (c) compar-
ison of the specific enzymatic activity of free and immobilized GOx at
25 and 45 �C; the error bars represent standard deviations and are
calculated on a triplicate, (d) stability against time at 45 �C of free and
immobilized GOx. Experimental conditions: T ¼ 45 �C, [D-glucose] ¼
200 mM. The specific enzymatic activity is expressed in U mg�1; the
mass of GOx in the hybrid catalyst is deduced from the experimental
enzyme loading.
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The enzyme was entrapped in TS-1_Aer via an impregnation-
precipitation-cross-linking method, leading to the formation of
cross-linked enzyme aggregates (CLEAs)68 inside of the hollow
sphere particles (Scheme 2b, see also the detailed experimental
procedure in ESI†). In this procedure, ethyl lactate is used as
a precipitating agent, forcing the enzyme molecules to come
closer to each other in the microparticles and allowing an effi-
cient cross-linking upon the subsequent addition of glutaral-
dehyde. The obtained hybrid bifunctional catalyst was denoted
“GOx_X@TS-1_Aer”, where X stands for the concentration of the
enzymatic solution used during the impregnation step
(in mg mL�1). The volume of solution that was used to
impregnate the solid particles aer elimination of the excess by
centrifugation was in the 1.3–1.4 cm3 g�1 range, which is very
close to the cumulative pore volume of ca. 1.3 cm3 g�1 estimated
by N2-physisorption and Hg porosimetry. We therefore surmise
that only a small fraction of the impregnation solution lled the
interstitial voids between the packed spheres while most of the
enzymes were inside the microsphere cavities (see below).

In the range of enzyme concentrations tested (i.e. 2.5–
25 mg mL�1) – corresponding to nominal enzyme loadings of 5–
50 mgGOx g

�1 (one example of calculation is given in ESI†) – the
immobilization yield was between 75 and 100%, as illustrated in
Fig. S13.† This result shows that the nal enzyme loading can be
simply controlled by choosing the enzyme concentration in the
solution. For example, the enzyme loading in GOx_25@TS-1_Aer
was 37 mgGOx g�1 (vs. 50 mgGOx g�1 nominal loading). As
a comparison, the enzyme loading in a material prepared without
precipitation and cross-linking agents (GOx_25@TS-1_Aer_b, see
ESI†) was 6 mgGOx g

�1 only, showing that most of the enzyme was
lost in the washing fractions in this case (Bradford assay). This
result is a strong evidence of the major role of the precipitation
and cross-linking steps on the heterogeneization of the enzyme
and thus on the enzymatic activity of the hybrid material. Indeed,
the curves in Fig. 4a show a ca. 8 times higher activity for
GOx_25@TS-1_Aer compared to GOx_25@TS-1_Aer_b, consistent
with the lower enzyme loading in the latter material. A ltration
test on GOx_25@TS-1_Aer showed that more than 99% of the
enzymatic activity could be assigned to the solid (Fig. S14†). Also,
958 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 954–961
no leaching was detected even aer prolonged storage of the
catalyst, as veried by a Bradford test.

As opposed to the scenario where the enzyme would be
graed at the external surface of the zeolite, our method offers
high exibility in terms of enzyme loading because the loading
can be tuned simply by adapting the enzyme concentration in
the impregnation step. The hybrid catalysts prepared with
various loadings of GOx reached different levels of specic
enzymatic activity (Fig. 4b). The specic activity was constant at
high loadings but dropped at low enzyme loading. Presumably,
the cross-linking was too high in these solids, resulting in more
constrained enzyme conformation with lower activity.

The activity of the immobilized enzyme in GOx_25@TS-
1_Aer was compared to the free enzyme (Fig. 4c). The results
showed a residual activity of ca. 50% for the immobilized GOx.
This activity drop should be attributed to the cross-linking
procedure which is known to lower the accessibility to indi-
vidual active sites (using our kinetic modeling – ESI, Fig. S18† –
lower k and higher kmO values were obtained for the aggregated
enzymes as compared to the free enzyme). However, entrapped
CLEAs were also shown to exhibit higher thermal stability as
compared to the free enzyme. Indeed, the time-dependent
evolution of the enzymatic activity upon incubation at 45 �C
showed a decrease of the activity for the free enzyme (estimated
half-life of ca. 8 h), whereas the immobilized enzyme showed no
sign of deactivation in the same time interval (Fig. 4d).69

SEM analysis showed that the immobilization step did not
affect the catalyst spherical morphology. Besides, the catalytic
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 5 Chemo-enzymatic epoxidation of allyl alcohol with (a) free GOx and TS-1_Aer, (b) GOx_25@TS-1_Aer, and (c) GOx_2.5@TS-1_Aer. The
amount of free enzyme in experiment (a) was adjusted so as to have the same enzymatic activity as in the hybrid GOx_25@TS-1_Aer catalyst
(experiment (b)). Dashed lines represent a fitted mathematical model (see Table S1†). Experimental conditions: T ¼ 45 �C, [D-glucose] ¼ 0.16 M,
[CATA] ¼ 5 g L�1, [allyl alcohol] ¼ 0.9 M, 24 h reaction time.

Fig. 6 Colorimetric assay of HRP using ABTS as substrate. (a) Kinetic
data for the formation of ABTS+c catalyzed by HRP in HRP_25@TS-
1_Aer and HRP/GOx_25@TS-1_Aer. Filtration tests proved that the
enzymatic activity was located in the solid (see one example for HRP/
GOx_25@TS-1_Aer in the figure, see also Fig. S6†). (b) Evolution of the
color of the solution as a function of the production of ABTS+c cata-
lyzed by HRP in HRP_25@TS-1_Aer. Experimental conditions: 10 mM
citric acid-phosphate pH 6.0, tests carried out at room temperature
(ca. 23 �C). The detailed experimental procedures are presented in the

Edge Article Chemical Science
activity of GOx_25@TS-1_Aer for the Ti-catalyzed conversion of
allyl alcohol showed only a ca. 20% decrease compared to TS-
1_Aer (Fig. 3a). This slight drop possibly results from the mass
fraction of organics (ca. 10% w/w, see Fig. S4†), including small
enzyme aggregates, in the hybrid material. This is evidenced by
the loss of textural properties in GOx_25@TS-1_Aer (external
specic surface area ¼ 130 m2 g�1; VP ¼ 0.30 cm3 g�1; Vm ¼ 0.09
cm3 g�1; see Fig. 1c) as compared to TS-1_Aer.

In conditions depicted in Fig. 5 – without addition of H2O2 –

the inorganic catalyst TS-1_Aer is totally inactive for the epoxi-
dation reaction. With TS-1_Aer and free GOx (Fig. 5a), the
chemo-enzymatic cascade reaction took place: without addition
of H2O2, the epoxide was formed with a yield of 18% (relative to
glucose) and 63% selectivity (as estimated by the mass balance,
and further conrmed by HPLC). It should be reminded that the
selectivity is governed by the instability of the epoxide in the
reaction conditions; spontaneous ring-opening is inevitable for
long reaction times. Switching to the true hybrid heterogeneous
catalyst, GOx_25@TS-1_Aer (Fig. 5b), glycidol production
reached a value of 37 mM – corresponding to a yield of 23% and
a glucose conversion of 34% (69% selectivity for the epoxide).
The slight increase in performance as compared to the case
where the enzyme is free is possibly due to connement effect,
implying that the H2O2 concentration close to the zeolite nano-
crystals is higher when using the hybrid and can be consumed
faster. The reported glycidol production (mM range) is much
higher than the traces reported for a simple graing of the
enzyme on the external surface of TS-1.31 Enzyme leaching was
shown to be limited to less than 1% during the one-pot reaction,
as demonstrated by a Bradford assay carried out on ltrated
reaction medium (aer 24 h). The reproducibility of the data
presented in Fig. 5b was conrmed by synthesizing a new
hybrid catalyst following the whole same protocol and per-
forming the same reaction (Fig. S15†). In the repeated experi-
ment, the glucose conversion reached 28%, whereas the epoxide
yield was of 20% (73% selectivity). It can be observed, however,
that the H2O2 production seems to peak at an early stage of the
experiment. This occurs both for the free enzyme and for the
hybrid. In fact, GOx is known to be irreversibly deactivated by its
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
product H2O2,70 meaning that the epoxidation reaction is not
fueled with additional H2O2 aer a few hours of operation.

The epoxide production obtained with the hybrid catalyst
could be tuned by simply changing the enzyme loading in the
hybrid catalyst. This is shown by testing the GOx_2.5@TS-1_Aer
catalyst (Fig. 5c), the latter having a ca. 6 times lower enzyme
loading (Fig. S13†) and ca. 5 times lower specic enzymatic
activity (Fig. 4b) compared to GOx_25@TS1_Aer. In this case, only
16 mM of glycidol was formed aer 24 h (10% yield, 64% selec-
tivity); the glucose conversion was of 16%. The lack of pro-
portionality between the intrinsic GOx activity in GOx_2.5@TS-
1_Aer andGOx_25@TS-1_Aer and the corresponding nal glucose
conversion in the chemo-enzymatic reaction indicates that the
ESI.†

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 954–961 | 959
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conversion in the presence of the GOx_25@TS-1_Aer catalyst is
mostly limited by the oxygen supply, suggesting that even higher
epoxide production could be reached by improving the oxygen
mass transfer rate in the medium.

In order to demonstrate the applicability of the present
strategy to other enzymes, CLEAs of horseradish peroxidase (HRP)
were entrapped in TS-1_Aer while keeping a nominal enzyme
loading of 50 mg g�1 (HRP_25@TS-1_Aer). A colorimetric assay
with 2,20-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS)
and H2O2 as substrates demonstrated that the HRP was success-
fully immobilized in the solid and remained active (Fig. 6, see also
Fig. S6a–d†). Moving further, combi-CLEAsmade of HRP andGOx
(75 : 25 w/w, 50 mg g�1 nominal enzyme loading) could be
effectively formed inside the microspheres (HRP/GOx_25@TS-
1_Aer). Without external addition of H2O2, the reaction occurred,
illustrating the possibility to carry out multi-enzymatic cascade
reactions (here GOx produces H2O2 and HRP uses it to oxidize
ABTS, see Fig. 6a and S6e–h†). These results conrm that the
strategy presented here could be exploited to design multifunc-
tional hybrid solids hosting multi-enzyme systems that could be
applied in more complex cascade reactions or for example also as
sensors and detection devices.
Conclusions

In conclusion, we report an innovative and effective approach for
combining zeolite and enzyme catalysts in the same bifunctional
solid and for exploiting them in a one-pot cascade chemo-
enzymatic reaction. Leveraging on the aerosol process, hollow
zeolite microspheres can be shaped by the aggregation of crys-
talline nano-building blocks of TS-1 zeolites cemented by a thin
porous silica layer. These one-pot generated hollow microspheres
are used as cargos for glucose oxidase. The GOx enzyme is loaded
in the microsphere and then trapped in the form of cross-linked
enzyme aggregates, thereby providing a good control on the
enzyme loading, promoting enzyme stability, and preventing
enzyme leaching. When this hybrid catalyst is put at work,
a cascade chemo-enzymatic reaction is demonstrated: GOx
produces H2O2 in situ and the latter is then used by TS-1 to
catalyze the epoxidation of the olen. The conversion and selec-
tivity obtained with these hybrid catalysts are much higher than
the traces of products obtained using a simple graing on zeolite
crystals. This study constitutes one of the rare examples of chemo-
enzymatic reaction carried out with a single bifunctional hybrid
catalyst, andmore precisely the rst example of an effective hybrid
catalyst based on an enzyme and a zeolite. The catalyst prepara-
tion strategy based on the formation of hollow particles is alleg-
edly applicable to other catalytic nano-building units
(nanocrystals of zeolites, clays, MOFs, COFs, nanoparticles, etc.) to
allow their combination with enzymes, multi-enzymes or other
biomacromolecules, thus opening new opportunities for the
preparation of multifunctional hybrid materials.
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